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Statement of Case.

This is an appeal from a judgment of the United

States District Court for the District of Alaska rendered

in favor of the appellees above-named, as defendants in

a suit in equity brought against them by the appellants

as plaintiffs to establish the title of the latter to certain

undivided interests in the mining properties hereinafter

mentioned. The suit was tried below upon the issues

in the amended complaint, the answer thereto and the

plaintiffs' replies to said answers. In the amended

complaint (trans, pp. 34 et seq?) it is alleged in sub-

stance, (1st) That the plaintiffs and defendants are



all residents of the said district and (2nd) That the

plaintiffs are the owners and entitled to the immediate

possession of an undivided one-half interest in each of

two mining claims therein described respectively as the

"Humdinger Placer Mining Claim", and the "Marie

Placer Mining Claim", of an undivided one-fifth interest

in the "Discovery Placer Mining Claim" and of an un-

divided one-eighth interest in the "Eagle Canyon Placer

Mining Claim", all situate in Chisna Mining District

in said District of Alaska, all located in June, July and

August, 1900, the two mining claims first mentioned

having been located by the defendants Date and

Rosenthal and each of the other two claims having been

located by the said Date and Rosenthal in conjunction

with certain other persons not parties to this suit.

(35 et seq?) (3d) That the nature of plaintiffs' owner-

ship and estate in the mining claims before mentioned

is as follows, to-wit: that on February 1, 1900, the plain-

tiff Roberts, with one W. E. Finn and one A. F. Jilson,

entered into a written agreement with the defendant

Date in the words and figures following: "This agree*

" ment, entered into this 1st day of February, 1900, by

" and between J. P. Roberts, W. E. Finn and A. F.

" Jilson, parties of the first part, and Fred J. Date,

" party of the second part, for, and in consideration of

" all necessary expenses in developing mines in Alaska

" for the year 1900, furnished by said parties of the

" first part, said party of the second part hereby agrees

" and by these presents does agree to assign, transfer,

" and deliver to said parties of the first part an undi-

" vided one-half interest in all properties he possesses

" in the Territory of Alaska; furthermore, said parties



** of the first part agree to furnish Mrs. F. J. Date, wife

" of the party of the second part, the sum of $100 in cash

" and necessary provisions for the year 1900." (4th)

That the said Finn and Jilson soon after February 1,

1900, respectively withdrew from said agreement and

abandoned all interest in it with the defendant Date's

knowledge and consent, and the plaintiff Roberts there-

upon, by and with the said Date's knowledge and con-

sent, assumed all the liability and obligation of the

parties of the first part in said written agreement, and

was to receive all benefits accruing or to accrue to said

parties thereunder, (oth) That the plaintiff Roberts

furnished to the said Date and wife, pursuant to said

agreement, between the said February 1, 1900, and the

month of August, 1900, money and provisions amount-

ing to about $700, and in all respects did and performed

what was required of said parties of the first part by

said agreement. (6th) That about August, 1900, the

said Date returned from Chisna Mining District, Alaska,

to Valdez, Alaska, and informed the said Roberts that

the mining claims possessed by him, the said Date, on

February 1, 1900, and referred to in said agreement,

"had turned out to be worthless", and that the said

Date and the defendant Rosenthal "had taken the grub

and provisions furnished" by said Roberts, as aforesaid,

and had gone prospecting in said Chisna Mining Dis-

trict and had located the above named "Humdinger

Placer Mining Claim", "Marie Placer Mining Claim",

"Discovery Placer Mining Claim", and "Eagle Canyon

Placer Mining Claim", while living upon and using the

said "grub and provisions" so furnished by the said

Roberts with the intent and understanding that he,



Roberts, was entitled to an undivided one-half interest

in all mining claims located by said Date during 1900,

while so using and living upon the said provisions and

supplies; that the said Roberts thereupon "ratified and

consented to said arrangement, and it was then and

there understood and agreed" by and between him and

the said Date that he was the owner of an undivided

one-half interest in the mining claims first described in

said amended complaint, and that the said Date would

convey said interests to said Roberts by good and sufiS-

cient deeds. (7th) That thereupon, and pursuant to

said last mentioned agreement, the said Roberts fur-

nished additional "grub and supplies" to the said Date

and wife of more than $300 value; that the written

agreement aforesaid was, in August, 1900, abandoned

and terminated by consent of the said Date and Roberts

and the said agreement of August, 1900, last men-

tioned, was entered into and executed in lieu thereof.

(8th) That defendants Date and Rosenthal wrongfully

and unlawfully conspired together with intent to de-

fraud the said plaintiff Roberts, and while said Date

and Rosenthal were actually living and subsisting

upon the said "grub and provisions" so furnished

by said Roberts, the said Rosenthal having full

knowledge that they were so furnished, did

wrongfully and unlawfully locate the above named

"Humdinger Placer Mining Claim" and Marie Placer

Mining Claim" in the names of the said Date and

Rosenthal with intent to cheat and defraud him,

Roberts, out of the undivided one-fourth interest therein,

the said Rosenthal having in fact no interest whatever

therein other than what the said Date was to give him



after conveying to the said Roberts bis interest as afore-

said. (9th) That prior to this action the said Roberts

sold and assigned to the plaintiffs White and Hogg an

undivided interest in said mining claims and the plain-

tiffs are now co-owners therein. (10th) That the de-

fendants Beck and Van Brundt have, or claim some

interest in said mining claims adverse to the plaintiffs'

and the exact nature of which is unknown to said plain-

tiffs, but that the said pretended interests, if any, were

acquired subsequent to the acquisition of plaintiffs'

interests therein, and with full and actual notice and

knowledge thereof. (Hth) That the defendants are

in actual possession of said mining claims and wrong-

fully withhold possession thereof from the plaintiffs and

wrongfully and unlawfully refuse to allow them, or

either of them, to enter thereon or work the same, to

the plaintiffs' damage in the sum of $-2,500. (1 2th)

That said claims are gold placer claims and that the

defendants4hreaten to and are about to work the same

and extract the gold therefrom, leaving them valueless;

that the defendants are insolvent and unable to respond

in damages, and the plaintiffs have no plain, speedy, or

adequate remedy at law for their grievances. (13th)

That unless enjoined and restrained by the Court the

defendants will work out the said claims and extract

the gold therefrom pending this action to the plaint-

iffs' irreparable injury. (1 4th) That the said Date

has refused, and still refuses to convey to the said Rob-

erts any interest in any of said claims or to recognize

any claim or demand of the said Roberts for the inter-

est thereinto which he is entitled under said agreement

of August, 1900. The plaintiffs pray judgment (1st)
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for an injunction, (2nd) for a decree that they, the

plaintiffs, are the owners and entitled to possession of

the above described interest in such claims, (3rd)

that the plaintiffs have and recover from the defendants

$2,500 damages and their costs and disbursements

herein, and for such other and further relief as to the

Court may seem just.

The defendant, Rosenthal, in his answer to the

amended complaint, denies all the allegations thereof,

except the following, to wit: that the plaintiffs and de-

fendants are residents of the district of Alaska; that the

defendants Beck and Van Brundt have or claim some

interest in said mining claims in controversy^, acquired

from the defendant Date; that the defendants are in

actual possession of said claims; that the same are gold

placer mining claims, and the defendants were, at the

commencement of the action, mining and operating

the said clartBs and extracting the gold therefrom; that

the said defendants would have operated said claims

and extracted the gold therefrom during the pendency

of this suit, if they had not been enjoined and restrained

therefrom by the Court (trans, pp. 42-45). For a

further and separate answer to said amended complaint

the defendant Rosenthal alleges (trans, pp. 46, 47):

(1st) That in the year 1900, he, being an American

citizen lawfully entitled thereto, located the placer first

described in the amended complaint and here in contro-

vers3' at the times and in the manner described in such

amended complaint; that by reason thereof he became,

ever since has continued to be, and now is the owner

of an undivided one-half interest in the said " Hum-



dinger Placer Mining Claim" and "Marie Placer

Mining Claim" and of an undivided one-fifth interest

in the said " Eagle Canyon Placer Mining Claim";

that he holds said interests in said claims as tenant in

common with several other co-locators thereof, as set out

in paragraph 2 of said amended complaint. (2nd)

That he, Rosenthal, was not and has never been a party

to any of the alleged contracts set out in said amended

complaint, and is in no way bound thereby. (3rd)

That in the spring of 1901 he, Rosenthal, transported

from Valdez, Alaska, to the said "Humdinger Placer

Mining Claim" a large quantity of provisions, tools,

etc., for the purpose of operating and mining said claim

during the said year; that he and his co-owners were

mining and operating the same at the commencement

of this action, and were restrained from so doing by the

injunctional order of the Court in July, 1901, at the

instance and request of the plaintiffs; that by reason of

the wrongful bringing of the action and the wrongful

restraining of this defendant from so operating said

mining claim, he, the defendant Rosenthal, has been

damaged in the sum of $5,000. The said defendant

Rosenthal prays judgment (trans, p. 48): (1st) That

the plaintiffs take nothing by their said amended com-

plaint, and that the same be dismissed as against him;

(2nd) that he be decreed to be the owner and entitled

to immediate possession of the interests in said mining

claims alleged in his answer; (3rd) that the restraining

order heretofore issued be recalled and dismissed, and

that the plaintiffs and all of them and all persons claim-

ing through them be forever enjoined from setting up

any title or claim to said mining claims adverse to



him, the said defeudaut Rosenthal; and (4th) that he

have and recover from the plaintififs $-5000 damages and

his costs and disbursements.

The defendant Van Brundt, in his answer to the

amended complaint (trans, pp. 50-52), denies all the

allegations thereof except those contained in paragraph

10, and referring to that paragraph alleges that on

March 18, 1901, he entered into a contract with the

defendant Date for the purchase of the undivided

interest in the Humdinger and Marie Placer Mining

claims described in the complaint; that he had no full

or actual or any knowledge or notice of the plaintiffs'

alleged rights or claims in the premises until he was

served with a copy of said amended complaint; that

during the spring of 1901 he transported from Valdez,

Alaska, to the said Humdinger and Marie Mining

claims a large quantity of provisions, tools, etc., for

the purpose of operating said claims, and was engaged

with the other owners of the claims in so operating the

same at the commencement of this action, when he and

they were restrained from the further operation thereof

by the injunctional order issued by the Court at the

plaintiffs' request, and that by the wrongful bringing

of the action and the wrongful restraint of the defend-

ant by said injunctional order, he, the defendant, was

damaged in the sum of $2500. The prayer in this

answer is substantially the same as in the answer of

the defendant Rosenthal.

The defendant Date in his answer to the amended

complaint (trans, pp. 53-62), denies all the allegations

thereof aside from the following admissions: He ad-
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iiiits the residence of the parties in Alaska district and

the execution of the written agreement set out in the

amended complaint and the withdrawal of Jilson and

Finn therefrom, the former soon after February 1, 1900,

and the latter about March 21, 1900. He further alleges

that the plaintiff Roberts and the said Jilson and Finn

furnished to him. Date, and his wife money and pro-

visions amounting to about $700 between February 1,

1900, and December 31, 1900. He admits that he came

out to Valdez about August, 1900; that the defendants

Beck and Van Brundt have a claim or interest in

the premises in controversy acquired from him, the

defendant Date; that the defendants are in actual

possession of the claims in controversy and re-

fuse to allow the plaintiffs or any of them to

enter thereon or work the same; that the said

claims are gold placer claims and that the

defendants were mining and operating the same and

extracting gold therefrom at the commencement of this

action; and that they would have continued so to

operate said claims and to extract gold therefrom during

the pendency of the action if they had not been enjoined

and restrained therefrom by the order of the Court; and

that he, the defendant Date, has refused and still

refuses to convey to the plaintiff Roberts any interest

in any of said mining claims in controversy. He denies

entering into any agreement with the plaintiff Roberts

in August, 1900, or any agreement whatever other than

the written agreement set out in the amended com-

plaint. For a further and separate answer to said

amended complaint he alleges (1st) That on February

1, 1900, he was the owner and entitled to possession of
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eleven mining claims in Chisna Mining District, Alaska.

(2d) That on said February 1, 1900, he entered into a

contract with the plaintiff Roberts and the above named

Finn and Jilsou whereby it was agreed that in consid-

eration of the furnishing by the said Roberts, Finn and

Jilson of all necessary expenses and supplies for devel-

oping mines in Alaska in the year 1900, he, the defend-

ant, would by quit claim deed convey to the said Roberts,

Finn and Jilson all his right, title and interest in and

to an undivided one-half interest in all the mining

claims then owned by him as aforesaid, but that it was

distinctly understood by and between them that the said

Roberts, Jilson and Finn or either of them were not to

have au}^ interest whatever in any claims thereafter dis-

covered, located or acquired by the said defendant Date;

that the conveyance to Roberts, Jilson and Finn was to

be made at the end of the 3-ear 1900 after full perform-

ance of said contract b}- the latter; that it was further

mutually'' agreed and understood by and between the

parties at that time that the said Roberts, Jilson and

Finn would perform one-half of the assessment work

required by law on each and all of said claims for the

year 1900, and that he, Date, would perform the other

one-half thereof. (3d) That the said Roberts, Jilson

and Finn failed, refused and neglected to perform their

part of said contract last mentioned, or to furnish the

defendant, Date, with all necessary expenses aud sup-

plies for the 3^ear 1900; but that notwithstanding such

failure he, the said defendant, offered, and was ready

and able during the months of November and Decem-

ber, 1900, and at all time since has been, and is now,

ready and willing aud able to convey to the said Rob-
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erts, Jilson and Finn an undivided one-half interest in

said property in accordance with said contract; and that

at no time since February 1, 1900, has he, the defendant,

made or entered into any contract with the said Roberts,

Jilson and Finn, or either of them other than that set

out in paragraph 2 of said separate answer. (4th)

That the defendants Date and Rosenthal located the

"Humdinger Placer Mining Claim" and the "Marie

Placer Mining Claim" in June and July, 1900, respect-

ively, and that they, with other parties named in said

separate answer discovered and located the said "Dis-

covery Placer IMiniug Claim" and the "Eagle Canyon

Placer Mining Claim" in June, 1900. The particulars

of the discovery, location, and recording of these several

claims are fully set out and ueed not be here repeated,

(oth) That the said defendants Date and Rosenthal are

now the owners and in actual possession and entiled to

possession of the said "Humdinger Placer Mining Claim"

and Marie Placer Mining Claim", and that said defend-

ant Date is the owner and in possession and entitled to

possession of an undivided one-fifth interest in said

"Discovery Placer Mining Claim" and of au undivided

one-eighth interest in said "Eagle Canyon Placer Mining

Claim". (6th) That in the spring of 1901 the said

defendant Date transported from Valdez, Alaska, to

the said "Humdinger Placer Mining Claim" for

the purpose of operating and mining the

same a large quantity of provisions, tools, etc.,

and that he and his co-owners, while so mining and

operating said claim were restrained therefrom by the

injunctional order of the Court issued at the plaintiflfs

request in July, 1901; that by reason of the wrongful
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bringing of the action and the wrongful restraining of

the defendant by said injunctional order he was dam-

aged in the sum of $5000, The prayer of this separate

answer is substantially the same, mutatis mutandis as

that of the defendant Rosenthal's separate answer.

The plaintiffs filed a reply to each of the separate

answers of the defendants. The reply to the auswer

of the defendant Rosenthal (trans, pp. 63-4) denies

that the defendant Rosenthal is the owner of the several

undivided interests in the minino^ claims in controversy

which are claimed in his answer, but alleges that he

holds certain interests therein in secret trust for the de-

fendant Date and in defraud of the plaintiflfs, and that

he, the said Rosenthal, has been a party to the contracts

set out in the amended complaint in that he' bad full

and actual notice and knowledge of the plaintiff

Roberts' rights in the premises and in conjunction with

the defendant Date took and received provisions and

supplies from the said Roberts with such notice and

knowledge. It admits that the said Rosenthal took

more provisions and supplies from Valdez, Alaska, to

the Chisna Mining District in the spring ofl9v)l but

denies that it was for the sole purpose of working upon

the premises in controversy, alleging that such sup-

plies could have been used by him in working upon

other premises. The reply further denies that the

action was wrongfully brought, that the injunction in

said action was wrongfully issued, or that the said

Rosenthal or any of the defendants were damaged in

the sum of $5000 or in any sum by any act of the

plaintiffs. The reply to the answer of the defendant

Van Brandt (trans, pp. 6d—67) consists merely of ad-
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missions and denials substantially the same as those of

the reply to the answer of the defendant Rosenthal,

with respect to the taking of supplies from Valdez to

the Chisna Mining District in the spring of 1901, and

to the alleged wrongful bringing of the action and the

alleged wrongful issuance of the injunction and the

damages claimed by reason thereof. The reply to the

answer of the defendant Date (trans, pp. 68-69) de-

nies that the plaintifif Roberts and Jilson and Finn ever

failed, refused, or neglected to perform assessment work

upon the claims mentioned in paragraph 1 of said

answer as therein alleged, and avers that the defendant

Date did not any work whatever upon said claims dur-

ing the year 1900, and that in the month of August he

informed the plaintiff Roberts that the said claims were

worthless and not worth any assessment work thereon;

that the said Date never performed, or caused to be per-

formed auy part of the assessment work on said claims

for the year 1900 or at any time, but that he allowed

the same to become forfeit and abandoned and to revert

to the public domain. It further denies that the said

Date is now, or has been since the year 1900 ready,

able, or willing to convey an undivided one-half interest

or any interest in said claims, or that he ever oflfered to

convey any interest therein. The reply concludes with

substantially the same admissions, allegations and de-

nials as those contained in the reply to the defendant

Rosenthal's answer with respect to the taking of pro-

visions from Valdez to the Chisna Alining District in

the spring of 1901, and as to the alleged wrongful

bringing of the action and issuance of the injunction

herein, and the damages claimed therefrom.
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On January 13, 1902, the plaintilBfs moved for a con-

tinuance of the cause from the term of said Court for

December, 1901, on account of the absence of one Mil-

lard, an alleged material witness. Such motion being

based upon an affidavit of the plaintiffs' attorney an-

nexed thereto (trans, pp. 71-74) .

Certain counter affidavits were filed on behalf of the

defendants (trans, pp. 75-86) and on January 14,

1902, the motion for continuance was denied, to which

ruling the plaintiffs duly excepted (trans, p. 86).

On January 23, 1902, the seventh paragraph of the

amended answer was amended by order of the Court so

as to read as follows: "That thereupon and pursuant

" to said agreement last mentioned said James P.

" Roberts furnished additional grub and supplies to said

" Fred J. Date to the value of more than $300. That

" said agreement, dated February 1, 1900, was, in

*' August, 1900, amended and modified by the consent

'* of both said Fred J. Date and said James P. Roberts,

" and said agreement, made in said month of August,

" 1900, was entered into and modified as aforesaid"

(trans, pp. 86, 87).

After sundry proceedings not necessary to be men-

tioned here the cause was brought to trial before the

Court sitting without a jury, a jury trial having been

duly waived, on January 25, 1902 (trans, pp. 92, 93),

and on January 29, 1902, the Court made its findings

of fact and conclusions of law in favor of the defend-

ants (trans, pp. 92-96). The findings of fact are sub-

stantially as follows: 1st. As to defendant Rosenthal

that plaintiffs have failed to establish by evidence the
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allegations of fraud and conspiracy alleged against hira

in the eighth paragraph of the amended complaint, and

have failed completely to establish any cause of action

against the said Rosenthal; that the said defendant

Rosenthal has established his interests in the property

in controversy as set out in the first paragraph of his

separate answer, and that he is the owner and entitled

to immediate possession of said interests, as follows

(describing said interests substantially the same as de-

scribed in paragraph 5 of the said Rosenthal's further

and separate answer). 2nd. That plaintiffs have

failed to establish by evidence the allegations of their

complaint against defendants Date, Van Brundt and

Beck, and that the contract set out in paragraph 3 of

the amended complaint referred only to the property

possessed by the defendant Date at the time of the exe-

cution of said contract; that the property in controversy

herein was located and acquired subsequent to the exe-

cution of said contract and was not intended to be iu-

cluded therein; that the amendment and modifications

of said contract alleged to have been made in August,

1900, and set out in paragraphs 6 and 7 of the amended

complaint are not sustained by the evidence; that plain-

tijSfs have failed to establish the allegations of fraud and

conspiracy alleged against the said Date and Rosenthal

in paragraph 8 of the amended complaint; that the said

Date has established his interests in the property in

controversy as set out in paragraph 4 of his separate

answer, and that he is the owner of, and entitled to

immediate possession of said interests, as follows (de-

scribing said interests substantially as described in par-

agraph 5 of said Date's further and separate answer).
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3rd. That whatever interest defendants Beck and Van

Brundt have in the property in controversy was

acquired of and through the defendant Date. From

these facts the Court made its conclusions of law as

follows (trans, pp. 95, 96): 1st. That the plaintiffs

herein are not the owners of the property in controversy

and have no right, title, interest, claim, or demand in or

to an}' part thereof, and that they take nothing against

the defendants herein by reason of their amended com-

plaint. 2ud. That defendants Date and Rosenthal

are each the owners, and entitled to immediate posses-

sion of the property in controversy, as follows (describ-

ing the undivided interest of each of said defendants in

each of the claims in controversy as the same are de-

scribed in the first and second findings of fact and in the

separate answers of said defendants respectively). 3rd.

That the defendants have and recover judgment against

the plaintiffs for their costs and disbursements.

Immediately thereafter, on said January 29, 1902, the

plaintiffs filed a motion to set aside the decision in favor

of the defendant Date and against the plaintiffs and to

grant a new trial in the cause on the following grounds,

to-wit: (1) for irregularity in the proceedings of the

Court in the use of deception whereby the plaintiffs

were prevented from having a fair trial. (2) Accident

and surprise against which ordinary prudence could

not have guarded. (3) Newly discovered evidence

material for the plaintiffs which they could not with

reasonable diligence have discovered and produced at

the trial. (4) Insufficiency of the evidence to justify

the decision, and the said decision is against law. (5)
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Error in law occurriug at the trial and excepted to by

the plaintiffs. This motion was based upon all the

papers, pleadings, testimony and proceedings in the

case, and upon affidavits (trans, pp. 91,92). Among
the affidavits filed in support of the motion was one

made by Dr. J. G. Neal to the effect that during all

the times therein mentioned he was and is a citizen of

the United States, a resident of San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, and not a party to the action or interested

therein; that about the day of August, 1900, he

met the defendant Date at Yaldez, Alaska, and that

the latter then and there informed him that he, Date,

had just returned from the interior of Alaska, where

he had been to visit some mining claims in which he

and the plaintiff Roberts were interested, but that he

found them to be worthless, the said claims being those

referred to in the written agreement of February 1,

19U0, set out in the amended complaint, and that he,

Date, also said: "That he had staked other valuable

" claims near them, and that said Roberts was entitled

" to a one-half interest in the new find, as he, Roberts,

" had furnished the grubstake" (trans, pp. 106, 107).

There was a further affidavit by the plaintiff Roberts

filed in support of the motion in which the affiant

stated in substance, among other things, that on Feb-

ruary 21, 1902, at the City of Santa Rosa, California,

the above named J. G. Neal informed him, the affiant,

of the statements made to the said Neal by the defend-

ant Date at Valdez, Alaska, in August, 1900, setting

forth the substance of those statements and showing

them to be the same mentioned in the aforesaid affidavit

of Neal; that the affiant verily believes the said state-
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ments made bj^ the said Date to the said Neal to be

true; that he, the affiant, did not know, and had no

means of knowing, prior to the time of the action or

prior to the said 21st day of February, 1902, that the

said Date had made such statements to the said Neal

and that he, the affiant, could not with reasonable pru-

dence, or at all produce evidence of those statements at

the trial, nor could he produce testimony thereof at

such trial; that said statements were material to the

interests of the plaintiff upon the trial, and that if he,

the affiant, had known them prior thereto he could and

would have produced testimony thereto, and that in

the event of a new trial he would be able to prove the

said statements upon such trial. The affidavit further

stated that the affiant had informed his counsel of all

the facts of the case a^nd that his counsel had informed

him that the statements above mentioned were material

to his interests and to the determination of the action,

that the plaintiff has a cause of action on the merits,

&c. (trans, pp. 108-110). The contents of the other

affidavits filed in support of the motion for a new trial

need not be stated since the newly discovered evidence

therein mentioned referred to alleged statements of the

defendant Date made in the presence of the plaintiff

Roberts which could have been proved by the said

Roberts' testimony. There were no counter affidavits

in opposition to the motion. The motion was over-

ruled as appears from the recitals in the decree (trans,

p. 112).

After overruling the motion for a new trial, the Court

made its decree in favor of the defendants. In this de-

cree, after the usual recitals which need not be stated
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here, it is ordered, adjudged, and decreed that the de-

fendants have judgment against the plaintiffs and each

and all of them as prayed for in each of said defendants'

separate answers to the amended complaint, as follows:

"1st. That said plaintiffs nor either of them take

" nothing against said defendants by reason of said

*' amended complaint and that all adverse claims of said

** plaintiffs and each of them and all persons claiming

" or to claim such premises, or any part or portion

" thereof or interest therein through or under said

*' plaintiffs or either of them are hereby adjudged to be

" invalid and groundless, and that the defendants, Fred

'*

J. Date and Louis Rosenthal be, and they are hereby

*' declared and adjudged to be the true and lawful own-

*' ers of the mining claims described in the amended com-

" plaint and hereinafter described, and every part and

*' parcel thereof, and that their title thereto is adjudged

" to be quieted against the claims, demands, or preten-

*' sions of the said plaintiffs or either of them, and of

" all persons claiming under or through said plaintiffs

*• or either of them, who are hereby perpetually enjoined

" and estopped from setting up any claims thereto or

*' any part thereof. The said defendant Louis Rosen-

" thai and the said defendant Fred J. Date are each

*' hereby declared and adjudged to be the true and law-

** ful owners of an undivided one-half interest in the

" 'Humdinger Placer Mining Claim', an undivided one-

*' half interest in and to the 'Marie Placer Mining
*' Claim' hereinafter described; an undivided one-fifth

" interest in and to the 'Discovery Placer Mining Claim'

" hereinafter described; and an undivided one-eighth in-

*' terest in the 'Eagle Canyon Company j\liuing Claim'
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*' hereinafter described, being the property in contro-

" versy and more particularly described as follows:"

Then follows a particular description of each of the said

claims. The remaining provisions of the decree con-

cerning dismissal of the injunction and the award of

costs need not be stated (trans, pp. 111-115). From

this decree the present appeal is taken.

Specification of errors.

The appellants now here assign and specify that the

decree in this cause appealed from b}^ the said appel-

lants is erroneous in the particulars, and by reason of

the errors hereinafter set forth committed by the United

States District Court in its order and rulings during

progress of said cause and upon the trial thereof and

afterwards and in its final decision, each of which erron-

eous orders, rulings and decisions was, at the time of

the making and giving thereof duly excepted to by the

said appellants, as plaintiffs in said cause, to-wit:

ist. That the said Court erred in overruling the

plaintiffs' motion for a continuance of said cause here-

tofore mentioned (trans, pp. 1\ et seq.^ 86).

2d. That the said Court erred in refusing to permit

the plaintiff Roberts, while on the stand, to answer the

question of plaintiff's counsel, as to what, if any, con-

versation he, Roberts, had with the defendant Date in

Valdez, i\laska, in August, 1900, on his return from

the interior concerning the matter of what he had done

in the interior and what use he had made of the pro-

visions and supplies furnished him by the said Roberts,

the question which the Court so refused to permit the
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said Roberts to answer being as follows: "(2. Mr.

" Roberts, I will repeat the last question to you in

" order to get the record straight, and ask you to state

" what, if any, conversation you had with defendant

*' Date in Valdez, Alaska, in the month of August,

" 1900, upon his return from the interior, concerning

" the matter of what he had done in the interior, and

" what use he had made of the provisions and supplies

" furnished him by you?" (trans, p. 159).

^d. That the said court erred in overruling the ap-

pellants' objection and exception to the admission of

the evidence of Fred J. Date in answer to the inquiry

as to whether or not it was understood and agreed by

and between Roberts, Finn and Jilson on the one side

and Date on the other, that each party was to do the

assessment work, or that each party was to do

every form of the assessment work required by law to

be done upon the claims located in 1899. The question

to which the appellants' objection was so overruled was

this: " Q. I will ask you, Mr. Date, if at that time,

" the time of entering into that contract, it was under-

" stood by and between Mr. Roberts, Mr. Finn and

" Mr. Jilson on the one side, and yourself on the other,

" that each party were to do the assessment work, or

" each party was to do their half of the assessment

" work required by law to be done on these claims you

" located in the year 1899?" (Objected to by plaintififs'

counsel first on the ground that it is leading, and sec-

ond it is an attempt to change or vary by parol the

contents of a written instrument.) The objection was

overruled by the Court, to which ruling the plaintififs

duly excepted, but the transcript fails to show what
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answer was made to the question (trans, pp. 211,212).

This appears to be a clerical omission since the cross

examination of the same witness shows that he must

have answered that it "was expressly understood Rob-

" erts was to take care of his half of the development

" or those three parties were", and that the witness

Date, was "to take care of his half of it". But on such

cross examination the witness further says: "^. It

" was optional whether anybody done their half or not.
'^

4th. That the Court erred in overruling the appel-

lants' objection and exception to the admission of evi-

dence of Fred J. Date in response to an inquiry as to

what conversation was had between Finn and the said

Date in regard to the assessment work on the claims

referred to in the aforesaid written contract of Febru-

ary 1, 1900. The inquiries in response to which the

evidence here referred to was given w^ere as follows:

" Q. Did you and Mr. Finn at the time you dissolved,

" have any conversation in regard to the assessment

" work on the claims that you had agreed to convey a

" half interest in the contract of February 1, 1900? A.

" Yes, sir. Q. State what it was?" (Objected to by

plaintififs' counsel as incompetent, irrelevant and im-

material unless they show Roberts was present.) The

objection was overruled, to which ruling the plaintiffs

by their counsel duly excepted and the witness

answered as follows: " A. I asked him if they were

" going to do their share of the assessment work up
'' there, and he said he would do as he damn well

" pleased about that." The plaintiffs' counsel moved

to srike out this answer as absolutely immaterial, but
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the motion was denied; to which ruling the plaintiffs by

their counsel duly excepted (trans, pp. 210, 217).

^tli. That the said Court erred in overruling the

motion last above mentioned.

6th. That the said Court in refusing to permit the

appellants on cross examination to ask Fred J. Date

if the defendant had any provisions of his own. The

defendant Date on his cross examination as a witness

in his own behalf having testified that the defendant

Rosenthal accompanied him on his visit to State Creek

at the time of their discovery and location of the claims

in controversy, he was then further questioned by

plaintiffs' counsel as follows:

"^. Did Rosenthal have any provisions of his own?"

The question was objected to by defendant's counsel

as not proper cross examination, incompetent and ir-

relevant. The objection was sustained, to which ruling

the plaintiffs by their counsel duly excepted (trans, p.

234).

jth. That the said Court in overruling the appel-

lants' objection and exception to the admission of oral

testimony as to the contents of a letter from defendant

Date to his wife. Mrs. Date having testified to

the receipt of the letter, etc., was asked: '''Q. Can
" you repeat the contents of that letter so far as it

'* concerned Mr. Roberts?" Objected to by plaintiffs'

counsel as irrelevant, incompetent and immaterial, no

proper foundation having been given as to the where-

abouts of the original letter. The objection was over-

ruled to which ruling the plaintiffs' counsel duly ex-

cepted. Upon a substantial repetition of the question
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the witness then said: "^. It [the letter] merely

" stated that Mr. Finn had withdrawn and taken his

" share of the provisions, and what should they do in

" regard to the assessment work" (trans, pp. 245, 246).

8th. That the said Court erred in overruling the

plaintiffs' motion for a new trial, on the grounds set

forth in the motion and upon the showing filed there-

with (trans, fols. 91, 92, 97-110).

gtJi. That the said Court erred in finding that the

plaintiffs had failed to establish a cause of action against

the defendant Rosenthal, or to establish b}' evidence the

allegations of fraud and conspiracy made against the

said Rosenthal, for the reason that such finding is con-

trary to and wholl3^ unsupported by the evidence and

the law.

loth. That the said Court erred in its finding that

the defendant Rosenthal had established his interest in

the property in controvers3' as set out in paragraph 1

of his further and separate answer and that he was the

owner and entitled to the immediate possession of said

interest therein, more particularly described in said

finding, for the reason that such finding is contrary to

and wholly unsupported b}'^ the evidence and the law.

nth. That the said Court erred in its finding that

the plaintiffs had failed to establish by evidence the

allegations of their complaint against the defendants

Date, Van Brundt and Beck, and that the contract set

out in paragraph 3 of the amended complaint referred

only to property' possessed by the said defendant on

February 1, 1900, for the reason that such finding is in

each of those particulars contrary to and wholly unsup-
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ported by the evidence and the law, and that the said

Court also erred in its finding that the amendments and

modifications alleged to have been made in August,

I'JOO, to the contract of February 1, 1900, as set out in

paragraphs 6 and 7 of the amended complaint are not

sustained by the evidence, as well as in its finding, that

the plaintiffs had failed to establish the allegation of

fraud and conspiracy made against defendants Date and

Rosenthaliu paragraph 8 of the amended complaint, for

the reason that the said findings are and each of them

is, in each of said particulars, contrary to and wholly

unsupported by the evidence and the law.

I2tli. That the said Court erred in its finding that

the defendant Date has established his interest in the

property in controversy as set out in paragraph 4 of his

further and separate answer, and that he is the owner

and entitled to the immediate possession of the interest

in said property, more particularly described iu said

finding, for the reason that such finding is in each of

those particulars contrary to and wholly unsupported

by the evidence and the law.

13th. That the said Court erred in its first conclu-

sion of law for the reason that the same is not the law

and is contrary to and unsupported by the facts proved

in the cause.

i4tJi. That the said Court erred in its second con-

clusion of law for the reason that the same is not the

law and is contrary thereto and is contrary to and

unsupported by the facts proved in the cause.

75//^. That the said Court erred in its final decree,

judgment and order herein for the reason that the same
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is not supported by the findings of fact or conclusions

of law and for the reason that the said findings of fact

and conclusions of law are erroneous and are not the

facts and the law, for the reasons hereinbefore set

forth (trans, pp. 123-127).

ARGUMENT.

I. Erroneous rulings on evidence.

1. Rejection OF plaintiff Roberts' testimony

AS TO conversation ^VITH DEFENDANT DATE IN

August, 1901, concerning use made of provis-

ions AND supplies furnished BY PLAINTIFFS, &C.,

WAS CLEARLY ERRONEOUS.

This is the second error specified in the assignment

of errors, supra. The ruling of the Court to which the

specification refers is, as we have seen, the rejection of

the following question asked of the plaintiff Roberts

as a witness in his own behalf on his direct examina-

tion: "^. Mr. Roberts I will repeat the last question

" to you in order to get the record straight, and ask

" you to state what, if any conversation, you had with

" defendant Date in Valdez, Alaska, in the month of

" August, 1900, upon his return from the interior, con-

" cerning the matter of what he had done in the in-

" terior, and what use he had made of the provisions

" and supplies furnished by you?" (trans, p. 159).

The defendant's counsel objected to this question, and

to the introduction of any testimony to support the

allegations of paragraphs 6 and 7 of the amended

complaint, or to show any variation, amendment, or

alteration of the written contract of February 1, 1900,
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as immaterial, irrelevant, and incompetent, being an

oral amendment and variation, coming within the

Statute of Frauds and therefore a void contract. The

objection was sustained by the Court and the question

rejected. And to this ruling the plaintiffs then and

there, by their counsel, duly excepted {id. pp. 150, 153-

159).

This ruling involves one of the principal questions

in the case. By the terms of the written contract of

February 1, 1900, the defendant Date, as heretofore

shown, "agrees, and by these presents does agree, to

" assign, transfer and deliver to" the plaintiff Roberts

and his then associates, Jilson and Finn, the other

parties to said contract, "an undivided one-half interest

" in all properties he possesses in the territory of

" Alaska" (trans, p. 36). The defendants contend,

and the Court below held, that this contract must be

construed as applying only to properties ''^possessed''^ by

the said defendant Date at that time^—to-wit, on Feb-

ruary 1st. The plaintiffs, however, in paragraphs 6

and 7 of their amended complaint, as we have seen,

allege in substance that in August, 1900, the defendant

Date, on his return from Chisna Mining District, in-

formed the plaintiff Roberts that the claims "possessed"

by the said Date on February 1st, 1900, and referred to

in said written contract, "had turned out to be worth-

" less", and that he, Date, and the defendant Rosenthal

had then taken the provisions and supplies furnished

by Roberts under the written contract and "had gone

" prospecting", and located the four above-described

claims now in suit, while living upon said provisions

and supplies, "with the intent and understanding" that
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the said Roberts should have an undivided one half

interest therein, etc.; that he, Roberts, "thereupon rati-

" fied and consented to said arrangement, and it was

" then and there understood and agreed b}^ and be-

" tween" him and the said Date, that the said Roberts

** was the owner of an undivided one-half interest" in

the four mining claims so located and now in suit, and

the said Date would convey said interest to him; that

he, Roberts, pursuant to said last-mentioned under-

standing and agreement, furnished additional provisions

and supplies to Date and his wife, of the value of more

than $300, and that the said written agreement of Feb-

ruary 1, 1900, was abandoned by consent, and said

agreement of August, 1900, entered into in lieu of it

(trans, pp. 37-38). The question to the plaintiff Rob-

erts, now under discussion, was asked with the specific

design of proving this alleged altered agreement of

August, 1900, and was treated by the defendants and

by the Court as having been intended for that purpose.

It was admitted by the plaintiff Roberts, as a witness

on the stand, that this altered agreement was never

reduced to writing, and that no written memorandum

thereof was ever made or signed by the defendant Date,

so far as he, the witness, knew (trans, pp. 151-152).

The testimony so ojBfered was, in our judgment^

indubitably competent and proper for the purpose for

which it was so intended, and the ruling rejecting it

was clearly erroneous. The sole ground upon which it

was objected to by the defendant's counsel was, as we

have seen, that the alleged altered contract was within the

Statute of Frauds and could not be proved by parol^

and it was upon this ground alone that the testimony
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was rejected, as appears from the opinion delivered

by the Court in passing upon the question (trans, pp.

157, 158, 159). We respectfully maintain, on the con-

trary', that the Statute of Frauds had and has no appli-

cation to such a case, and that the oflfered testimony in

no way contravened the provisions of that statute. We
insist, iu the first place, that the contract sought to

be proved by this testimony was a contract for a mining

partnership, or rather a contract for the extension of

such contract already existing to new properties, and

therefore properly provable by parol, because such con-

tracts are not within the Statute of Frauds. That a

contract for a mining partnership, such as a contract by

one or more persons to explore the public domain and

locate mining claims thereon for the joint benefit of

themselves and the other parties to the contract, who

agree to furnish the provisions and supplies required in

making such exploration, is not within the Statute of

Frauds, and may be proved by parol, is well settled:

2 Lindley on Mines^ sees. 797, 802, 858;

Collier on Mines
^ p. 125;

Murley vs. Ennis^ 2 Col. 300;

Meagher vs. Reed, 14 Id. 335, 353, 354;

Meylette vs. Brennan, 20 Id. 342, 343;

Hirbour vs. Reeding., 3 Mont. 15;

Gore vs. McBrayer, 18 Cal. 582;

Settembre vs. Putnam., 30 Id. 490;

Moritz vs. Lavelle, 11 Id. 10, and other cases cited

by those authorities.

Thus in Meylette vs. Brennan, 20 Col. 342, 343,

decided iu 1894, Mr. Chief Justice Hayt delivering the

opinion of the Court, said:
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" It is well established that an agreement between

" two or more persons to explore the public domain,

*' and discover and locate lodes for the joint benefit of

*' all is not within the Statute of Frauds, and hence

" need not be evidenced by any writing: Murley vs.

*' Ennis, 2 Col. 300."

Mr. Lindley in his valuable treatise on the law of

mines and mining, says:

" A partnership may be formed by verbal agreement

" to acquire title by location to public mineral lands.

*' Such contracts are not within the Statute of Frauds;

*' but to create a partnership in working the mines not

*' even this is necessary." 2 Lind. Mines ^ sec. 797,

citing many of the cases referred to supra. All the

other cases cited supra support the same doctrine and

many other cases to the same effect might be cited.

It is, indeed, scarcely necessary' to array author-

ities on this point. It was conceded by the learned

judge who tried the cause below, in his opinion rejecting

the testimony here in question (trans, p. 157), that if

prior to the location of the claims in controversy., the

parties had orally agreed between the parties that the

mining properties "possessed" by the defendant Date at

the time of the execution of the written agreement of

February 1, 1900, and referred to in that agreement

were "worthless", and that the provisions and supplies

furnished by the plaintiff Roberts should be used in

locating other claims, and the claims in controversy

had been located in accordance with that oral agree-

ment, "there would be no trouble at all in the case".

That is to say it is in effect conceded that, in that event,
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the oral agreement would have been valid as a contract

of "mining partnership" in the claims so located there,

under, and such claims would have been partnership

property notwithstanding the Statute of Frauds. And
the same concession will undoubtedly be made by the

appellees' learned counsel here. But it was claimed by

the learned trial judge (trans, p. 158) and will prob-

ably be claimed here by appellees' learned counsel, that

this case is taken out of that doctrine, and the alleged

oral agreement brought within the statute by the fact

that when such agreement was made the claims in suit

had been already located, making it, as the learned judge

said, "an attempt to convey real property by an oral

agreement".

The alleged distinction is not sound. Even if the

claims in controversy had been located by the defendant

Date without any aid whatever from the supplies furn-

ished by the plaintiff Roberts, but had nevertheless been

located with the intent on the part of the said defendant

that the plaintiff Roberts should have an undivided one-

half interest, or any interest in such claims, and the

said plaintiff, when informed of the facts and of such

intent, had assented thereto, and it had been thereupon

orally agreed between the parties that the claims should

be for their joint benefit, and they had thereafter been

so treated by the said parties, and the plaintiff had

thereafter furnished the said defendant additional pro-

visions and supplies on the faith of such oral agreement,

as he claims that he did, that oral agreement would still,

under the authorities, have been a valid contract of

mining copartnership, and the claims would have been
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Frauds. Certainly it would have been so if the parties

had thereafter worked the claims together as such min-

ing property. Thus where the defendants in a suit,

being the owners of an undivided two-thirds interest in

a mining claim verbally agreed with the plaintiff, who

had no interest therein, that he should explore and de-

velop such claim, they furnishing the necessary pro-

visions and tools therefor, and that if the claim should

prove valuable they would give him an equal share of

their interest therein, such contract was held valid as a

contract of mining partnership, and it appearing that

upon such claim turning out to be valuable, the parties

agreed that the land should be purchased from the

paramount owners for the joint benefit of the plaintiff

and the defendants, but that the defendants in bad faith

took the title in their own names, it was further held

that the said defendants were trustees for the plaintiffs

pro tanto^ and that he was entitled to a conveyance from

them of his share of their interest in the claim, and of

the title acquired by the purchase.

Settembre vs. Putman^ 30 Cal. 490;

Barringer and Adajnson Mines and Mining^ p. 756.

But we need not dwell upon that point here. In this

case it is alleged in substance in the amended com-

plaint, paragraph 6 (trans, p. 37), that the claims in

controversy were located and acquired by the defendants

Date and Rosenthal by the use of the provisions and

supplies furnished by the plaintiff Roberts under the

written agreement of February 1, 1900. Such written

agreement, upon the appelees' own construction of it as

applying only to the mining properties ''possessed" by
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the defendaut Date at the time of making the agreement,

certainly constituted the parties to it a mining partner-

ship. This was conceded by the learned judge who

tried the cause below (trans, p. 1">7). And independent-

ly of such concession this is equally true in principle

and upon the authorities. Construing it thus as apply-

ing only to mining claims then "possessed" by the said

Date, it was plainly, and by its express terms, a con-

tract whereby the parties became joint owners of those

claims and undertook to "develop" them jointly during

the year 1900. It is well settled that where joint

owners of any mining property work together in devel-

oping the same for their joint benefit, with or without

an express agreement therefor, they become thereby a

"mining partnership":

Barringer and Adams, on Mines and Mining,

pp. 750 et seq.\

2 Lind. Mines, sees. 796, 797, 798;

Skillman vs. Lachman, 23 Cal. 198,203;

Dtiryea vs. Burt, 28 Cal. 569;

Settembre vs. Piitman, 30 Id. 490, 493;

Ferris vs. Baker, 127 Id. 520, 521;

Charles vs. Eshleman, 5 Col. 107, 111;

Manville vs. Parks, 7 Id., 128, 134;

Higgins vs. Armstrong, 9 Id. 38, 46;

Meagher vs. Reed, 14 Col. 335, 351
;

Snyder vs. Burnham, 11 Mo. 52, 54, 55;

Hirbour vs. Reeding, 3 Mont. 15;

Southmayd vs. Southmayd, 4 Id. 100;

A7iaconda,etc. Co. vs. Butte etc. Co., 17 /a'. 519;

Randolph vs. Merideth, 76 Tex. 669, 683 et seq. and

cases therein cited.
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So indeed as to the joint working of a mining claim

by persons not owning the claim itself, but interested

onl}' in the operation of it:

Manville vs. Parks, 7 Col. 128, 134;

Barn'jiger and Adams, on Mines and Mining, pp.

750, 759.

In the valuable treatise of Barringer and Adams

just cited, p. 750, it is said: " The joint owners of a

" mine, which they unite and co-operate in working,

" constitute a mining partnership. Without any con-

" tract or agreement between them, by the act of uniting

" in working the inines the relation is established.

" Any joinder whatever by the owners in the develop-

" fnent of the mijie raises the relation. Where only one

" works the mine, but the others furnish the tools and

" provisions there is a mining partnership. So is there

" where the mine is worked and managed b}' one in

" accordance with an arrangement joined in b}^ all the

" joint owners. The relation also exists where several

" are jointly interested in the working of the mine with-

" out owning the same, as under a lease or a mere min-

" ing right."

And the authorities cited supra abundantly support

this statement of the learned authors. Assuredly thus

where, as in this case, there is a binding written agree-

ment for a joint interest in mining properties and for

the payment by the parties on one side of "all necessary

expenses in developing" such properties for a specified

period in consideration of a transfer to them by the

other parties of an equal or other interest in said pro-

perties, and such agreement has been followed by an
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actual expenditure of money and labor by all the

parties for the purpose of so "developing" the pro-

perties, there is no room or possibility for a doubt that

a mining partnership is thereby created, even though

the agreement makes no express mention of any part-

nership or ofany sharing of profits or losses among the

parties. Indeed, even if there had never been any

actual agreement, the conduct of the parties would in-

evitably have created such a partnership. That the

plaintiff Roberts, in conjunction with his associates,

Jilson and Finn, furnished all supplies and paid all ex-

penses required for the 3^ear 1900 in developing the

mining properties "possessed" by the defendant Date,

at the time of making the written agreement; that

Date, Jilson and Finn took those supplies and at least

set out for the properties, for the purpose of developing

them ; that Date and Finn reached their destination,

and that Date at least made some pretense of work up-

on such properties, is established by all the testimony

without a syllable of contract. These facts alone

would be sufiScient to establish the existence of a min-

ing partnership between these parties, at least in the

mining claims "possessed" by Date when the written

agreement was made. They would, indeed, suflSce to

prove any kind of partnership. It is elementary doct-

rine that "Partnership may be formed not only by ex-

" press agreement, but jnay grow out of transactions or

" relations in which the word partnership is not uttered.

" If there is such a joinder of interests and action as

" the law considers as the equivalent of partnership, or,

" rather such as it regards as constituting partnership,

" it will give to the persons engaged in it all the
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" rights, and lay upon them all the responsibilities, and

" give to third persons dealing with them all the reme-

" dies which belong to partnership."

Parsons Partnerships (2nd ed), p. 9.

Indeed the indisputable fact that the plaintiff Roberts

in good faith furnished all the supplies required of him

for working the mining properties theretofore located

by Date with the understanding that they were to be

used for "developing" those properties, aud their accept-

ance by Date, would be sujBBcient to prove the partner-

ship in favor of Roberts, even if Date had in truth

never gone near the properties. And the supplies so

furnished constituting the share contributed by Rob-

erts to the capital of the partnership undoubtedly

became partnership property from the moment that

they were so furnished.

The provisions and supplies furnished by Roberts

under the written agreement of February 1, 1900,

being thus beyond doubt partnership property, what

was alleged in the amended complaint, and what was

sought to be proved by the rejected question now

under consideration with respect to Date's admission in

August, 1900, that he and Rosenthal used those pro-

visions and supplies in locating the claims now in con-

troversy with the intent and understanding that

Roberts should have the same interest in the claims so

located as in the previously located claims referred to

in the written agreement, was simply that the newly

located claims were acquired by the employment of

partnership funds for the use and benefit of the

partnership. The testimony sought to be elicited by
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the question under consideration was, therefore,

clearly competent notwithstanding the Statute of

Frauds. Parol testimony is always competent, in the

case of an}' partnership, to prove that real property

standing in the name of a partner, or even in the

name of a stranger, was acquired by the employment

of partnership funds for the use and benefit of the

partnership and is therefore partnership at least in

equity. The settled rule on this subject is thus laid

down by a late judicious writer on the law of partner-

ship: "Real estate bought or leased with partnership

" funds for partnership purposes, and applied to part-

" nership uses, is deemed to be partnership property

" whether the title is in all the partners as tenants in

" common, or in less than all, in the absence of any

" agreement. There is no necessity for any agreement

" in such cases. The statute of frauds has no apphca-

" tion^ but the title is held in trust for tJie firm.^^

Bates Partnerships s&Q. '2'^\^ Q\im^ a multitude of

cases, English and American.

And substantially similar doctrine is laid down by

Professor Parsons:

Parsons Partnership (2d ed.), pp. 364 et seq.^ also

citing numerous cases.

The doctrine is, indeed, so thoroughly well settled

that it is unnecessar}' to do more than to refer, simply

by way of illustration, to one or two of the numerous

cases in which it has been upheld. Thus in Brooks vs.

Washington, 8 Gratt. 248, s. c. 56 Am. Dec. 142, 147,

decided in 1851, cited both by Professor Parsons and

Mr. Bates, as well as by other text writers as an ap-
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proved authorit}' upon this point, the suit was brought

against dormant partners for the purchase price of land

bought by the ostensible partners for the use of the

firm, but for which the latter were unable to pay by

reason of insolvency. The Statute of Frauds was in-

voked as a defense but was held unavailing. Mr. Jus-

tice Moncure speaking for the Court, referred to Pitts

vs. Waugh^ 4 Mass. 424, as "a very different case"

from that at bar, and went on to say: ''It S^Pitts vs.

" lVaugIi\ was a case of speculation in lands, and the

" question was whether, not being a subject of trade and

" commerce, the mercantile law in regard to dormant

" partners was applied thereto, and the Court thought

*' not. That case was decided in 1808, since which time

'* the partnership law in regard to real estate has un-

" dergone great changes {Collyer on Partn.^ Sec. 135

" and notes). But in this case the land was not pur-

" chased for speculation, but for the purpose of carry-

" ing on a business which was an ordinary and legiti-

" mate subject of commercial partnership. There is

" nothiiig in the objection of the statute of frauds. The
^' purchase being within the scope of the partnership,

" the partners who made it were agents for the partner-

^' ship which became bound by a valid contract made by

" their agents." He further observed that the partner-

ship "would be bound also on the doctrine of part per-

" formance".

So in a New Hampshire case decided in 1853, and

cited by Mr. Bates and Professor Parsons as well as by

other writers on partnership law, where land was pur-

chased with partnership funds and used for partnership

purposes it was held to be partnership property without
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the necessity for any agreement whatever therefor, or

for its treatment as personalty, and Mr. Chief Justice

Gilchrist, delivering the opinion of the Court, said: "In

" cases where the real estate is purchased for partner-

" ship purposes and on partnership accounts, it is

*' wholly immaterial, in the view of a court of equity,

'' in whose name or names the purchase is made,

*' whether of one partner or all, whether in the name
*' of a stranger or one of the firm. In either case, let

" the legal title be vested in whom it may, it is in equity

'* deemed partnership property, and the partners are

" the cestuis que trust: Story, J., in Hoxie vs. Carr^ 1

" Sumn. 173, 182, 183. The same doctrine, going

" equally far, is contained in Dyer vs. Clark, 5 Met.

" 562 (39 Am. Dec. 697, 699 et seq.) and Howard vs.

" Priest, 5 Met. 582."

Jarvis vs. Brooks, 27 N. H. 37; s. c. 59 Am. Dec.

359, 362.

The question whether realty purchased with partner-

ship funds in the name of one of the partners, or the

like, was designed to be partnership property, or in

other words to be treated in equity as personalty of the

firm, since it is incapable of taking the legal title, is of

course a question of intention and such intention may

undoubtedly be proved by evidence in pais, as, for ex-

ample, by the acts and declarations of the parties:

Parsons on Partnership (2d ed.), p. *36ti;

2 Lindley on Mines, Sec. 802, and cases cited by

those authors.

But the accumulation of authorities upon a point so

thoroughly well settled would be useless parade and,
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indeed, well-nigh an affront to the Court. And even if

there were a possibility of doubt upon this point with

respect to an ordinary partnership, certainly there can

be none in the case of a mining partnership. In view

of the authorities heretofore cited, where mining ground

is acquired by a member of a partnership of the latter

kiud in his own name, but by the use of partnership

funds and with the intent and understanding, assented

to by his copartners, that the acquisition shall inure to

the benefit of the partnership, there can be no possible

doubt that such ground will thereby become partnership

property at least in equity, and that the facts constitut-

ing it such property may be proved by parol evidence.

And that is precisely what was designed to be proved

here, with respect to the mining claims in controversy

by the testimony sought to be elicited by the question

now under consideration. If those claims were dis-

covered, located in whole or in part by the use of the

provisions and supplies furnished by the plaintiff Rob-

erts, for the purpose of support, by those engaged in

making such discovery and location, while so employed,

the}' were as certainly acquired, p?^o tanto^ with part-

nership funds as if they had been directly purchased

with money of the partnership. If the said claims had

been so acquired with the previous assent of the plain-

tiff Roberts, that is say, if prior to their discovery and

location, he had orally agreed that the provisions and

supplies furnished by him should be used by the de-

fendant Date for exploring and acquiring new mining

claims for their joint benefit, the defendants' counsel

themselves will scarcely deny that the claims so dis-

covered and located thereby became partnership prop-
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erty. But the fact that the plaintiff's assent to the use

of the provisions and supplies in question for the dis-

covery and location of these claims for the joint benefit

of himself and Date, was given after such provisions

and supplies had been so used, and after the said claims

had been thereby discovered and located, obviously

makes no difference in the result. If an antecedent

parol consent would have been lawful, valid, and

effective, notwithstanding the Statute of Frauds, a sub-

sequent parol assent must be equally so. The principle

involved is one of agency; and it is an elementary and

familiar doctrine that subsequent ratification of an

agent's unauthorized act is equivalent to an antecedent

authority for such act, and that the subsequent ratifica-

tion in such case must be as high in grade as the ante-

cedent authority, but that it need be no higher—that is

to say, if an antecedent authority in writing

would have been necessary under the Statute of Frauds,

or otherwise to validate the agent's act, then the subse-

quent ratification in writing or under seal is also neces-

sary to make it effective. But if an antecedent parol

authority would have been suflScient, then a subsequent

parol ratification will be equally sufficient.

And, in the second place, we respectfully submit that,

even if nothing more could be shown here, than that

the claims in controversy were discovered and located

by the use of the partnership provisions and supplies in

question, and that the defendant Date had intended,

from the beginning, to locate those claims for his own

benefit, or for the benefit of himself and Rosenthal only,

they would still have been partnership property in
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equity, and parol proof of the facts would still be com-

petent. In that case the defendants Date and Rosen-

thal—if the latter knew that the supplies belonged to

the partnership—or the defendant Date at all events,

would be deemed to have acquired the legal title to such

claims, in whole or in part, in trust for the partnership.

That is to say, the case would then be the familiar one

of a resulting trust arising by operation of law when-

ever one person purchases real property, in whole or in

part, with funds belouging to another, but takes the

title in his own name. That such a trust is not within

the Statute of Frauds and may be proved solely by parol

testimony, is beyond controversy or cavil:

I Perry on Trusts (5th ed.), Sees. 137-138 and

numerous cases there cited.

Indeed such a trust is, by the law in force in Alaska,

expressly exempted from the operation of the Statute of

Frauds. The Statute of Frauds, as applied to sales and

transfers of realt}^ is found in Sec. 1046 of the Alaska

Code of Civil Procedure^ and Sec. 1047 immediately fol-

lowing provides: " The last section shall not be con-

'' strued to affect the power of a testator in the disposi-

" tion of his real property by a last will and testament,

" nor to prevent a trust arising or being extinguished by

''^ implication or operation of law. '''' '^" * *

Carter''s Annot. Alaska Codes^ p. 355.

Certainly then if partnership provisions and supplies

were used by the defendant Date to acquire the legal

title to the claims in controversy in his own name and

for his own benefit, without the slightest intention of

sharing such benefits with his co-partners, thus by
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operation of law raising a resulting trust in favor of the

partnership in such property, the statute of frauds pre-

sented no obstacle whatever to the proof of tliose facts.

And this too without regard to the general doctrine

holding contracts of partnership in mining ground im-

mune from that statute. In the only case, coming un-

der our notice, in which the latter doctrine has been de-

nied, it was adjudged that where under an oral agree-

ment among several persons for the location and acqui-

sition of mining claims for their joint benefit, one of the

partners used partnership funds to acquire such a claim

in his own name and for his own benefit, although the

partnership was non-provable and void as being within

the Statute of Frauds, the fact of the acquisition of the

claim there in question with partnership funds could be

proved by parol to raise a resulting trust in favor of the

injured partners:

Craw vs. Wilson, (Nev.) 40 Pac. Rep. 1076-1077.

In that case, decided in 1895, Mr. Justice Belknap,

delivering the opinion of the Court, said:

" Equitable relief may be given against the partner

'' holding the legal title when the property has been

*' acquired by partnership capital upon the theory that

" a resulting trust exists—a trust arising by operation of

" law and within the exception of the statute. Collycr

" on Partnership, Sec. 135 and note; Edgar vs.

" Donnally, 2 Munf. 387; Sigourney vs. Munn^ 7

'' Conn. 11."

But it would be idle to multiply authorities on this

point. By reason of this doctrine of resulting trusts,

as well for the reasons heretofore mentioned, there is no
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doubt that the testimony sought to be elicited by the

question under consideration to show that the defend-

ant Date acquired the claims in controversy by the use

of partnership provisions and supplies, was entirely

competent, notwithstanding the Statute of Frauds, and

that the ruling rejecting such testimony was palpably

erroneous. It may be claimed, however, that assuming

this to be true, the error was cured or at least made harm-

less, by the fact that the Court subsequently permitted

the plaintiff Roberts to testify to the very facts sought

to be shown by the rejected question. But no such

contention can be maintained.

True it is that the Court afterwards permitted the

plaintiff to testify as to a conversation had with Date at

the same time and place, and concerning the same mat-

ters referred to in the rejected question. But it will be

noted the testimony so permitted was plainly admitted

for a very differejit purpose from that contemplated by

the rejected question.

That question was general^ calling for testimony as

to what the defendant Date said "in the month of Aug-

" ust, 1900, on his return from the interior concerning

" the matter of what he had done in the interior and

" what use he had made of the provisions and supplies

" furnished him by*' the witness (trans, p. 159). The

question subsequently permitted to be asked of the

plaintiff Roberts was this: ^'Q. What conversation,

" if any, did 3^ou have with defendant Date at such

" time and place with reference to his having made any

" new locations of mining claims under this contract of
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" February /, igoo^ while using your money and sup-

" plies?" (trans, p. ll)U).

The latter inquiry was thus expressly limited to

what Date said in the conversation referred to his use

of the plaintiff's money and supplies in locating new

claims " under this contract of February 1, 1900",

meaning the written contract set out in the amended

complaint. That inquiry was permitted upon the

theory, several times hinted at by the learned judge on

the trial (trans, pp. 155, 156, 159, 212, 266, 260, 270),

that the written contract was ambiguous and that the

declarations and conduct of the parties with respect to

it, and in acting under it, indicating how they under-

stood it, were competent evidence to interpret its mean-

ing. The testimony elicited by this inquiry being thus

plainly limited to the special purpose of explaining the

written contract^ even assuming it to h^precisely the same

as would have been given under the general question

previously rejected, its admission certainly did not and

could not cure the error committed by such rejection.

Upon a jury trial, when testimony is ruled out by the

Court for one purpose but admitted for another, the

jury can consider such testimony only for the latter

purpose.

Macdougall vs. Maguire, 35 Cal. 274.

And as the jury is presumed to have conformed to

the law in this particular, unless the contrary' appears,

it is obvious iu such a case that if the rejection of testi-

mony for one purpose, is erroneous, the error cannot be

cured by subsequently admitting it for another and

different purpose. But the case is still more clear
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where, as here, the trial is by the Court. Such a Court

having, after solemn debate, rejected testimony as in-

competent for one purpose, but having afterwards

admitted it for another and wholly different purpose, it

cannot possibly be presumed, by reason of such admis-

sion, to have considered that testimony for the purpose

for which it was rejected. The contrary is to be pre-

sumed. In such a case, therefore, even more certainly

than in the case of a jury trial, tlie admission of testi-

mony for a specified and limited purpose cannot heal or

make harmless an error previously committed in reject-

ing the same testimony for a different purpose.

Besides, it affirmatively appears here that the learned

trial Judge adhered throughout to his ruling upon this

rejected question as well as to his other rulings upon

the admission and rejection of testimony in the course

of the trial, for immediately before the argument he

declared: " I think the testi?nony may stand just as it

" is. You may proceed with your argument

—

each

''^ party, of course, having an exception to such rulings as

'' are against thent.^'' And furthermore, inasmuch as

the permitted question quoted supra, was expressly

limited to what was said in the conversation referred to,

concerning the use of the money and supplies men-

tioned for the location of new claims " under this con-

tract ofFebruary /, igoo'\ while the rejected question

was general and called for the whole conversation, it can-

not be presumed that the testimony given under the

permitted (in^sXAon was or is at all the same as would

have been given under the rejected question, if it had

been allowed. The error committed in rejecting that

I

I

I
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question thus stands wholly uucured, and is absolutely

fatal to this decree.

2. Error in admitting Date's testimony as to

WHAT WAS understood AND AGREED BY THE PARTIES

AT THE TIME OF THE MAKING OF THE WRITTEN CON-

TRACT SET OUT IN THE WRITTEN CONTRACT AS TO

ASSESSMENT WORK ON THE CLAIMS REFERRED TO

THEREIN.

This is the third of the errors set out in our "Specifi-

cation of Errors" ^«/»rrt', erroneously numbered IV in

the "Assignment of Errors" (trans, p 124). The ques-

tion admitted is quoted in the "Specification of Errors"

supra ^ where it is also shown that although no answer

to the question is set out in the transcript it was in fact

answered as there stated. That the ruling admitting

this testimony was erroneous is clear. It was iu the

very teeth of the well established and familiar rule that:

" Parol contemporaneous evidence is inadmissible to

" contradict or vary the terms of a valid written instni-

" me7it:'

I Greenleaf on Evidence (16th Ed.), Sec. 275, citing

a multitude of authorities.

The testimony admitted by the ruling under consid-

eration went not only to "vary" but also to "contradict"

the written contract. It was sought thereby to intro-

duce into the contract an entirely new stipulation re-

specting a matter as to which such contract is abso-

lutely silent, and yet directly contrary to the plain legal

effect of the contract. By the terms of the contract, as

we have seen, "all necessary expenses in developing

" mines iu Alaska for the year 1900" were to be " fur-
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" nished by said parties of the first part", Roberts,

Jilson aud Finn (trans, p. 34). Assuming for the sake

of the argument onl}-, that the "mines" referred to are

simpl}' those then "possessed" by the defendant, it is

obvious that the moneys and supplies to be "furnished

" by said parties of the first part" were designed to pay

all the expenses required "in developing" such mines for

the year mentioned. This, of course, included the assess-

ment work for that year, for that work was absolutely

necessary "in developing" the propert3^ Treating the

contract, as the parties did in fact treat it, as a contract

of mining partnership, in the uature of a"grub-stake"

contract, it in eflfect required the "parties of the first

part" to furnish all necessary supplies for developing

the propert}' for the specified period, aud made it the

duty of the "party of the second part" to do the actual

work. In other words, the contract so regarded, was

simpl}' a contract that Date should do the work of

developing those mines for that year, including, of

course, the necessary assessment work, upon supplies

furnished by the other parties. Otherwise it required

nothing whatever of the defendant Date, making it his

dut}' neither to work nor to pay in developing the prop-

erty'.

Construing the contract as above suggested the parol

stipulation sought to be introduced into it by the testi-

mony under consideration was in direct contradiction of

it so far as the assessment work is concerned.

The defendants made no averment and ofi*ered no

evidence even tending to take the testimony here in

question out of the rule last above quoted. There is no
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pretense much less any allegation or proof that any-

thing was left out of the written contract by mistake or

otherwise, or that it was not intended to embody the

whole agreement of the parties. In the absence of such

allegation or proof, the presumption is, of course, that

the writing embraces the entire contract as finally

agreed upon by the parties, and that all prior and con-

temporaneous oral stipulations were merged in it.

Neither is it pretended that there is any ambiguity or

uncertainty in the writing, with respect to the assess-

ment work, so as to let in the parol testimony in ques-

tion for the purpose of interpreting it. How can there

be any ambiguity or uncertainty on that point, when

the contract makes uo mention of assessment work?

The rule excluding parol testimony is absolutely

imperative in such a case. " When parties have delib-

" erately put their engagements into writing, in such

'' terms as import a legal obligation without any uncer-

" tainty as to the object or extent of such engagement,

'' it is conclusively presumed that the whole engagement

*' of the parties and the extent and manner of their un-

" dertaking, was reduced to writing; and all oral testi-

" mony of a previous colloquium between the parties or

" of conversation or declarations at the time when it was

" completed or afterwards, as it would tend in many
" instances to substitute a Jiew and differejit contract^

" for the one which was really agreed upon to the

" prejudice, possibly, of one of the parties, is rejected.''^

I Greenleaf on Evidence (16th ed.), Sec. 275,

citing many cases.
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3. Error in admitting Date's testimony re-

specting CONVERSATION WITH FiNN AS TO ASSESS-

MENT WORK ON CLAIMS DESCRIBED IN WRITTEN CON-

TRACT.

This is the fourth error set out iu our Specifications

of Errors, supra^ aud is erroneously numbered V in

the Assignment of Errors (trans, p. 124). The testi-

mony erroneously admitted under the ruling in ques-

tion is fully set out in our Specifications of Errors, supra,

and at pages 216 and 217 of the transcript and need

not be repeated here. The admission of this testimony

also was clearl}' erroneous. The conversation referred

to in the testimony took place in the absence of the

plaintiflF Roberts and was certainly not evidence against

him, and it was upou the ground of the absence of

Roberts that the testimou}- was objected to b}^ plaintiffs'

counsel.

The reason which influenced the learned trial judge

to admit the testimony seems to have been the fact that

Finn, who is alleged to have made the statements in

regard to the testimony is claimed \iy the defendants to

have been at that time interested with the plaintiff

Roberts in the mining venture here in question (trans,

p. 217). This reason is altogether unsound. In the

first place, even assuming that Finn was at that time

interested with the plaintiff Roberts in this venture,

he was so interested solely because the}^ w^ere both

members of the mining partnership created b}'' the

written contract set out in the amended complaint, or by

the subsequent oral contract. But it is well settled that

the implied authority of a member of such a partner-
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ship to biud the firm or his co-partners by his acts and

declarations is by no means co-extensive with that of

a member of an ordinary partnership, but is exceed-

ingly limited.

2 Lifidley on Mines, sec. 1001;

/ Bates on Partnership, sec. 329;

Charles v. Eshlemaii, 5 Col. 101, HI, 112, and

authorities therein cited.

The reason for this is, as all the authorities show,

that there is no delectus personariun in a mining part-

nership. Because of the absence of these elements of

choice in the selection of members of such a partner-

ship there cannot be any very strong presumption of

mutual confidence between them; and it is upon this

presumption that the implied authority of a member

of an ordinary partnership to bind his co-partners by

his acts, contracts, etc., as their agent is chiefly founded.

The limited authority of members of a raining partner-

ship in this particular is well stated and explained by

Mr. Justice Beck, speaking for the Court, in Charles

v.Eshleman.b Col. 101, 111, 112, decided in 1879.

After discussing certain distinctions between ordinary

partnerships and mining partnerships the learned Jus-

tice there says, referring to partnerships of the latter

kind:

" Another peculiarity is that a partner has not the

" power to bind his associates by engagements with

" third persons, to the extent that ar member of a

" trading or commercial firm may do. The law does

'' not imply any authorit}- to a member of a mining

" partnership to execute a promissory note, or to draw

" or accept a bill of exchange." The learned Justice
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goes ou to show that this results from the absence of

the delectus personarum from such a partnership and

after some observations on that point says: "For these

" reasons it is held the powers of members and man-

" agers of such companies are limited to the perform-

" atice of such acts^ in the name of the partnerships as

" may be necessary to the transaction of its business ^ or

" which is usual in like concerns. Skillman v. Lachman^

" 23 Cal. 100. Duryea v. Burt, 28 id. 569, and cases

" therein cited."

There is no pretense that in making the alleged

declaration here in question Air. Finn was speaking "in

the name of the partnership", or was doing or saying any-

thing "necessary to the transaction of its business", or

which was "usual in like concerns". As a matter of

fact he was speaking only in his own name. The

question was as to what Finn said in the conversation

referred to concerning assessment work, etc. The

answer of the witness was: "I asked him if they were

" going to do their share of the assessment work up

" there, and he said he would do as he damn well pleased

" about it" (trans, pp. 216, 217). Even in the case of an

ordinary partnership such a declaration by a partner

certainly would not be binding upon, or evidence

against the firm or his co-partners. To give it that

eflfect the declaration must have been made in the name

of the firm.

Parsons on Partnership (2nd ed.), p. 495.

It is to be noted furthermore that the attempt here is

to make the statement of a partner evidence against a

co-partner in favor of another partner in the same firm.
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I^'or this reason also the evidence was clearly incompe-

tent. It is only in favor of strangers to the firm that a

member of snch firm has any implied authority to make

his acts or declarations binding upon, or evidence against

the firm or his co-partners. The implied agency is an

agency for the firm and not for its individual members

in the case of an ordinary partnership as well as in the

case of a mining partnership. This clearly appears

from the authorities already cited. There seems, how-

ever, to have been some sort of a theory on the part of

defendants' counsel at the trial below that the written

contract of February 1, 1900, was made between Rob-

erts, Jilson and Finn as partners on the one side, and

the defendant Date as an individual on the other. The

contract itself certainly shows no such thing, and Mr.

Roberts' testimony disproves the existence of any such

partnership between himself and Jilson and Finn as

against the defendant Date (trans, p. 171).

In the second place the testimony under considera-

tion shows upon its face that Mr. Finn ceased to be a

partner either of the plaintiflf Roberts or of the defend-

ant Date at the very time when the declaration here in

question is alleged to have been made. The question

asked of Mr. Date wath respect to the time when the

conversation referred to took place, was: "Did you

" and Mr. Finn, at the timeyou dissolved^\^2m^ any con-

" versation,"etc. (trans, p. 216). For all these reasons

it is clear that the testimony under consideration was

improperly admitted.

The next erroneous ruling referred to in our specifi-

cation of errors, sitpra^ was the refusal of the Court to
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strike out the testimony last mentioned. This ruling

was, of course, equally erroneous with that just consid-

ered.

4. Erroneous refusal of Court to admit tes-

timony OF DEFENDANT DaTE ON CROSS-EXAMINATION

AS TO WHETHER OR NOT ROSENTHAL HAD ANY PRO-

VISIONS OF HIS OWN AT THE TIME OF THE LOCATION

OF THE CLAIMS IN CONTROVERSY.

This is the sixth error mentioned in our speci6ca-

tion of errors, supra^ erroneously numbered VII in the

assignment of errors (trans, p. 125). The testimony

excluded by the ruling to which the specification refers

is quoted in connection with such specification, and is

found on page 234 of the transcript. It need not be

repeated here. The objections to the testimony were

certainly not well taken. The objection that it was

not proper cross-examination was bad because the wit-

ness had testified on his direct examination (trans, pp.

215, 216) that on the journey referred to Rosenthal had

certain provisions from a cache at Airnez Rapids which,

as hereinafter shown, constituted part of the supplies

furnished by Roberts to Date under the written con-

tract set out in the amended complaint, and that these

provisions were thrown together with those which the

defendant Date and his associate, Finn, then had. Of

course it was proper to cross-examine the witness as

to the provisions that Rosenthal had on that occasion,

after he had thus testified in chief on that very subject.

The objection that the testimony was immaterial,

irrelevant and incompetent was equally bad. One of

the vital questions in this case is as to whether or not
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the supplies upon which Date and Rosenthal were sub-

sisting at the time of the location of the claims in con-

troversy were furnished by the plaintiflf Roberts.

Assuredly, then, it was competent for the plaintiffs to

show upon the trial, if they could, that none of those

provisions were furnished by an^^ one but Roberts.

The testimony to that effect was equally competent

against both the defendant Date and the defendant

Rosenthal.

5. Erroneous Admission of oral testimony as

TO THE CONTENTS OF DaTE'S LETTER TO HIS WIFE.

This ruling is the subject of the seventh specification

in our Specifications of Errors, siipra^ numbered IX, by

mistake, in the Assignment of Errors (trans, p. 125),

and the excluded testimony is set out in the specifica-

tion concerning it. The admission of oral contents of

this letter w^as clearly erroneous for the reason that it

affirmatively appeared upon the cross examination pre-

ceding its admission that the letter was not in truth lost

or mislaid in any proper sense of the term, but was

actually in the possession of the witness (trans, p. 245).

The witness was there asked: "Q. Do you know where

*' the letter is now? A. I think it's in my possession at

" home." This was immediately before the admission

of the oral testimony as to the contents of the letter.

Assuredly it is not necessary to cite authorities or to

construct arguments to show that secondary evidence of

the contents of an instrument thus affirmatively ap-

pearing to be in the actual possession of the very wit-

ness who undertakes to testify as to its contents is

entirely inadmissible.
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The reason for which the learned trial judge appears

to have admitted this testimony as to the contents of

the letter, notwithstanding the fact that such letter was

shown to be in the witness' possession, was that the

witness stated that she had communicated the contents

of the letter to the plaintiff Roberts (trans, p. 245).

This reason is clearly unsound. The fact that the

contents of the letter had been communicated to Mr.

Roberts certainly does not make such letter any the

less the "best evidence'' of such contents. How could

the witness' previous oral statement of the contents of

this letter to the plaintiff make her second oral state-

ment of those contents in Court any stronger evidence

of the fact?

II.

Error in overruling motion for nevi^ trial.

This is the eighth error relied upon in our Specifica-

tion of Errors, supra, numbered X by mistake in the

Assignment of Errors. All the facts relating to the

motion for a new trial appear in trans, pp. 91, 92, 96—

111, 112, and so far as we deem them material to our

present purpose are set out in our statement of the case

supra. It is enough to say that the errors in rulings

upon testimony discussed supra are sufi&cient of them-

selves to show that the motion for a new trial ought to

have been granted, and that it was error to refuse it.

But aside from that, the second ajffidavit of Dr. J. G.

Neal and the affidavit of the plaintiff Roberts in sup-

port of the motion (trans, pp. 106-110) standing, as

they do, wholly unopposed, clearly show that such

motion should have been granted upon the further

ground of newly discovered non-cumulative evidence,
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vitally material to the plaintiffs' case, and embodying

facts non-provable by any other evidence, and that the

denial of the motion on that ground was an abuse of

discretion. The showing upon the aflBdavits as to this

point is so clear as to dispense with the necessity of

argument. We have no doubt, indeed, that the learned

Judge would have granted the motion but for his erro-

neous belief as to the inadmissibility of parol testimony

to prove the plaintiffs' interest in the property in con-

troversy under the alleged agreement of August, 1900.

III.

Errors as to findings and decree.

1. Erroneous findings of fact in favor of

defendant rosenthal.

(a) Such findings are contrary to the law^ because

they are not findings offact at all.

These findings are embodied in the alleged first

finding of fact (trans, p. 93), and are the subjects of

the 9th and lOth specifications in our Specification of

Errors, sjipra. That they are contrary to law in the

respect just mentioned is clear. The statute of Alaska

provides, among other things, with respect to the find-

ings in actions "of an equitable nature", like that now at

bar, that: "In all such actions, the Court in reuder-

" ing its decision therein shall set out in writing its

" findings of fact upon all material issues of fact pre-

sented by the pleadings, together with its conclusions

of law thereon," etc.

Alaska Code Civ, Proc.^ Sec. 372, Carter's Annot.

Alaska Codes, p. 226.
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This is plainl}' a requirement that the specific facts

put in issue by the pleadings shall be found by the

Court. In the findings now under consideration no

such facts, and, indeed, no facts whatever, are found.

They embody mere conclusions of law with respect to

the sufficiency of the evidence, and the like. Thus

they first find that "the plaintifi"s have failed to estab-

" lish by evidence the allegation of fraud and con-

" spiracy" made against the defendant Rosenthal, in

paragraph 8 of the amended complaint. Assuredly this

is not a finding of an\' fact alleged in paragraph 8 of

the amended complaint, or of any other fact. The

question as to how jnuch of the paragraph mentioned

constitutes "the allegation of fraud and conspiracy"

intended by the learned Judge, is plainly a pure ques-

tion of law. Does it include merely the averment that

the defendants Date and Rosenthal "wrongfully and

" [un] lawfully conspired together, with intent to cheat

" and defraud said plaintiff", or does it embrace also

part or all of the rest of the paragraph? This is not

merely a question of law, but a very difficult question

about which able lawyers and judges might well dis-

agree. So, too, in a less degree, perhaps, as to the ques-

tion of the sufficiency of the evidence to support that

allegation. Indeed, the question as to what is "evidence"

of any fact is largely a question of law. The conclusions

of the Judge on these points were and are certainly

legal conclusions. The next alleged fact, found in the

finding in question, is that the plaintiffs "have failed

" completely' to establish any cause of actio7t against

" the said Rosenthal". It will scarcely be denied that

the question as to what constitutes a "cause of action"
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in any case is a mere conclusion of law. Similar

observations apply to the further and final statement, in

the first alleged finding of fact that the said Rosenthal

has established '^his interests in the property in con-

troversy" as set out in his answer and that he is "the

" owner and entitled to the immediate possession of said

" interesV etc. It is to be noted further as to each of

the pretended "facts" thus found in favor of the defend-

ant Rosenthal that a statement \.\\z.\.^\h.^ plaintiffs have

'"''

failed to establish'''' ^Viy i^zX.^ clearly does not import

that such fact is not true. Non constat that the de-

fe7idants may not have "established" it.

[b?) Saidfindings in favor of defendant Rosenthal are

C07itrary to the evidence. In the first place the plaintiflfs

did not "fail to establish by evidence the allegation of

fraud" made against said defendant Rosenthal in the

amended complaint as stated in those findings. It is

alleged in the amended complaint (trans, p. 35) and

substantially admitted in the 1st paragraph of defendant

Rosenthal's "further and separate answer" (trans, pp.

46-47) that each of the claims in controversy was located

by him in conjunction either with the defendant

Date alone, or with the said defendant Date and other

persons. Mr. Date testifies without contradiction that

he and Rosenthal went up together and located these

claims (trans, pp. 234-235). And as will hereafter be

shown the defendant Date made those locations solely

by the use of the partnership supplies furnished by the

plaintiff Roberts under the written contract of February

1, 19U0. Some ofthese supplies were derived from a cache

at Aimez Rapids, which, according to the uncontradicted

testimony of both the plaintiff Roberts (trans, p. 109)
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and of the defendant Date {id. p. 214), belonged to the

latter prior to the making of the written contract, but

which is shown by like uncontradicted testimon}' of the

same witnesses (trans, pp. 141, 142, 169, 214, 227, 238,

240) to have been purchased from the said Date by the

plaintiff Roberts when the written contract was made

and turned over to him, Date, as a part of the supplies

to be furnished under that contract. Now it further

appears without contradiction from an admission of

the defendant Date, testified to by the plaintiff Roberts

(trans, pp. 141, 142) that the defendant Rosenthal had

the provisions in this cache in his possession at the

time of the making of the written contract. And

Mr. Date himself testifies (id. pp. 215, 216) that

when he and Finn overtook Rosenthal on their

way to the mines, after the making of the contract, he,

Rosenthal, was in possession of those provisions and

had moved them about 125 or 130 miles. He further

testifies {id. p. 215) that he and Finn and Rosenthal

then put their supplies together and went on in com-

pany. When asked what Rosenthal "had in there",

at the time of their thus throwing their provisions

together, he replied: ^'He had the cache left at Aimez

Rapids''' (id.)^ thus necessarily implying that they

were his only provisions. And there is not a syllable

of evidence that he had an}' from any other source.

It is thus clear that Rosenthal, like Date, in locating

the claims in suit did so entirely by the use of provis-

ions furnished by the plaintiff Roberts under the con-

tract of February 1, 1900. And he must have done so

with knowledge that those supplies came from the plain-
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tiff. The latter testifies (trans, p. 147) that one occas-

ion Date sent out for supplies for \\'\m.9,&\{ and Rosenthal^

and that these supplies were furnished. And it appears

from the testimony of Miss Moore {id.) that she deliv-

ered those very supplies from the plaintiff to Date and

Rosenthal who were "both present'' when the delivery

was made. These facts justify the conclusion that

Rosenthal knew that Date and he himself were being

in effect "grub staked" by the plaintiff in making these

locations. Knowing that fact, his location of the claims,

in conjunction with Date, in their own names without

including the plaintiff was a clear fraud upon the latter.

He certainly knew at least that the supplies did not be-

long to hhn and were not loaned to him. And his con-

duct in making the location /r^ tanto in his own name

was still a fraud, especially in view of the fact that al-

though he now knows who was the party defrauded he

continues to refuse to do him justice.

But apart from the question of fraud the fact sub-

tantially shown by the evidence that the said Rosenthal

made use of supplies furnished by another, known or

unknown, to acquire, /»r^ taTtto, the legal title to these

claims is sufficient to raise a resulting trust against

him and in favor of the party furuishing the supplies,

so that the findings that no cause of action has been

established against the said Rosenthal, and that he has

established his interests in said property are plainly

contrary to the evidence.

2. Erroneous findings of fact in favor of

DEFENDANT DaTE.

(«.) Saidfindings also contrary to law because they are
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not findi7igs offact. These findings are contained in

the so-called second finding of fact and are the subject

of the 11th and 12th specifications in our Specification

of Errors, supra. They are of exactly the same general

character as those in favor of the defendant Rosenthal,

and what is said supra to show that the latter are not

findings of fact, but of mere legal conclusions, is equally

applicable here. And several of them go entirely out-

side any issues of fact in the cause, such for example

as the findings that the written contract set out in the

amended complaint referred only to property possessed

by defendant Date at the making of such contract; that

the property in controversy was acquired after the mak-

ing of the contract and was not intended to be included

in it, &c.

These statements besides being plainly mere legal

conclusions, are simply attempts to construe the written

contract. No such issues are tendered or made iu the

pleadings. The statement that the modifications and

amendments of said contract alleged in the amended

complaint are not sustained by the evidence, besides

being a legal conclusion, is certainly not a statement

that the allegation of the making of such modifications

etc., is not sustained by the evidence, much less that

such allegation is not true.

{b). Said findings are contrary to the evidence.

The findings as to what was intended by the written

contract of February 1, 1900, and as to what property

was referred to therein, are absolutely refuted by the

contract itself, we respectfully submit, assuming refuta-

tion of such finding to be necessary. The contract is
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expressly admitted in the answer of defendant Date

(trans, p. 54), and as we maintain, it carries its

meaning and intent on its face, especially when read in

the light of miners' usages and customs. We find no

diffiulty in construing it, as already indicated, as a con-

tract for the "developing" of mines in Alaska for the

•'year 1900" by the defendant Date, his supplies and

"necessary expenses" while so developing the same to

be "furnished" by the other parties, and as a "consider-

ation" for the latter's undertaking to furnish such sup-

plies and expenses, it provided for the conveyance to

them by defendant Date of properties "possessed" by him

in Alaska. We submit, therefore, that it created between

the parties a "mining partnership" in ««y "mines in

Alaska" located or "developed" by the defendant dur-

ing the year 1900. But it is claimed that this cannot

be, for the reason that the defendant Date merely

undertakes thereby to convey to the other parties an

undivided half interest in the mines "he possesses" in

Alaska and that this must be construed to refer to pro-

perties then "possessed" by him in Alaska. Assuming

this to be true, what of it ? Upon the defendants' own

theor}' a written agreement to convey was absolutely

necessary as to real property then possessed by de-

fendant Date, by reason of the Statute of Frauds. But

as to other mines thereafter located and developed the

authorities hereinbefore cited clearly show that no such

written agreement was necessary. If the intention

was to create a mining partnership, the mere location

and joint working of mines subsequently acquired by

them under the contract would become partnership pro-

perty without any express agreement therefor, either
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oral or written. The authorities cited are explicit on

this point. Hence, even if these parties had been per-

fectly familiar with the law, they might well have

written this agreement precisely as they did write it,

as providing oul}'' for an express conveyance to the

parties of the first part of a one-half interest in the pro-

perty then possessed by the party of the second part.

The finding that the amendments and modifications

alleged to have been made in August, 1900, to the said

written contract are not sustained by the evidence,

assuming it to be a sufiBcient finding of fact, is clearly

contrar}^ to the evidence. Although the learned trial

judge after solemn argument, refused, as we have seen,

to permit the plaintifif Roberts to prove the oral agree-

ment of August, 1900, the latter did, nevertheless,

testify on several occasions to the statements alleged in

the amended complaint to have been made b}- the de-

fendant Date at the time referred to, to the effect that

the claims possessed by the said Date at the time of

making the written contract "had proved worthless"

and that he, Date, " had staked other claims", and that

the plaintiff "was interested with him equally" in

those claims, or words to that effect (trans, pp. 160, 165,

167, 151). These statements of the defendant Date

were permitted to be proved, as heretofore stated, upon

some theor}' of explaining thereby the meaning of the

written contract. Assuming that contract to be ambig-

uous the statements were no doubt admissible for that

purpose. But for whatever purpose they may have

been admitted they were certainly competent evidence

to prove an agreement on the part of the defendant

Date that the plaintiff Roberts was to be equall}^ inter-
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ested with him in the claims now in controversy. The

plaintiff Roberts fnrther testified that he "consented to

and ratified the new arrangement" iudicated by the

statements in question (trans, p. 167). And he also

testified (trans, pp. 161-165, 168), that after August,

1900, he furnished the defendant Date further supplies

to the amount of more than $300 on the faith of this

ratified oral arrangement, and that he would not have

furnished them (?'«'. p. 168), except for that arrange-

ment. His testimony as to the existence of this oral

agreement is corroborated by the testimony of- one of

the defendants' own witnesses, to the effect that Date

admitted to the said witness some time after that

arrangement was made, that the plaintiff Roberts ^''zuas

interested in the newly located claims" (trans, pp. 205).

That this testimony, if believed by the Court, estab-

lishes a valid oral agreement between these parties to

the eflfect stated in the amended complaint is unquestion-

able. The defendant Date and his wife, however, explic-

itly denied the making of any such oral agreement or of

the oral statements alleged to have been made by the

said Date to Roberts in August, 1900. They testified

that they were both present at the only conversation

relating to this matter had with the plaintiff Roberts in

August, 1900, and that on that occasion Roberts admit-

ted that he had no interest in the newly located claims

but stated that he would like to get an interest in them,

and that Date thereupon made him a proposition to al-

low him an interest if he would furnish further sup-

plies for the year 1901 (trans, pp. 221-228, 236, 240,

247, 249).
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He stated also (trans, p. 224) that he never received

*' any money or supplies from Mr. Roberts under that

*' proposition", and yet he flatly contradicts this state-

ment afterwards by testifying that certain household

furniture and goods furnished to him and his wife by

the plaintiff Roberts on their going to housekeeping

after August, 1900, were supplied to them under this

very proposition, under an agreement with Roberts that

if he should not accept that proposition he, Date, would

pay the bill (trans, pp. 239, 240, 242), and Mrs. Date

gave testimony to the same effect {id.^ p. 248, 249).

As to other supplies furnished to Date and his wife by

the plaintiff Roberts after August, 1900, he, Date, testi-

fied that they were furnished under the written contract

of February I, 1900 (trans, pp. 223, 243).

The defendant Date and his wife testified on this

subject with such exact and remarkable unanimity that

they may well be deemed to have given such testimony

as "one person in law", or as a single witness. And

there is no corroboration whatever of that testimony.

We submit, therefore, that their testimony on the sub-

ject is overborne by that given by the plaintiff Roberts,

and corroborated by the plaintiffs' witness. Fish, Senior.

Some feeble attempts were made by the defendants to

destroy the effect of Mr. Roberts' testimony on this

point, by proving certain admissions alleged to have

been made by him out of court to the witnesses Crary

and Herron, to the effect that he, Roberts, on certain

occasions after August, 1900, claimed an interest in the

newly located claims under the written contract of Feb-

ruary 1, 1900, and made no mention of any verbal

agreement (trans, pp. 258-263, 255, 256). There is
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certainly nothing in such alleged admissions to contra-

dict Mr. Roberts' testimony, or to impair its effect. He
still claims an interest in the property in dispute under

the written contract mentioned. The testimony of the

defendant Date, on the other hand, with respect to this

matter was contradicted by himself, as we have seen,

with respect to the supplies furnished by the plaintiff

Roberts after August, 1900. Though Mr. Date could

agree perfectly with his wife, it seems that he could not

agree entirely with himself. Besides, his statement

that part of those supplies were furnished under the

written contract, and the rest under the pretended prop-

osition made in August is utterly improbable upon the

face of it. What need was there for any new arrange-

ment about au}^ of those supplies if the plaintiff Roberts

continued to furnish supplies under the old contract?

The finding that the plaintiffs have failed to establish

the fraud and conspiracy alleged against the said Date

and Rosenthal in paragraph 8 of the amended complaint

is clearly contrary to the evidence. The fraud and con-

spiracy alleged in such paragraph 8 are in substance

that Date and Rosenthal wrongfully and unlawfully

conspired together to cheat and defraud the plaintiff

Roberts, and while subsisting on supplies furnished by

the said Roberts located the claims in controversy in

their own names, with full kuowledge that said supplies

were so furnished, etc. That the defendants did, in

fact, locate those claims in their own names while sub-

sisting upon supplies so furnished by the plaintiff Rob-

erts, with full knowledge of that fact, is abundantly

established by the evidence. This has been already

shown with respect to the defendant Rosenthal; and it
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is still more clear as to the defendant Date. The furn-

ishing of supplies to him for the expedition upon which

the claims in suit were ultimately located is abundantly

shown by the testimony of the plaintiff Roberts (trans,

pp. 141 et seq.y 145 et seq., 149 ei seq.^ 162 et seq.^ 168 et

seq.^ 207 et seq^^ as well as by the testimony of Miss

Moore and Messrs. Wilcox and Wheat, together with the

bills for goods annexed to the testimony of the two

witnesses last named (trans, pp. 182 <?/ seq.^ 184-190, 191,

201). It is also shown by the testimony of the defend-

ant Date himself (trans, pp. 213 et. seq?) and by other

testimony of the same witness heretofore cited. The

only difference between the testimony of Mr. Roberts

and that of Mr Date on this subject is that the latter

attributes the furnishing of the provisions very largely

to Messrs. Jilson and Finn, and that he claims the

amount of supplies furnished to have been smaller than

that alleged by the plaintiff Roberts. All this, how-

ever, is plainly immaterial. Whatever supplies may

have been furnished by Messrs. Jilson and Finn were

certainly furnished under the contract set out in the

amended complaint. And the amount of such supplies

is certainly not material so long as there were no other

supplies than those furnished under the contract.

There is not a syllable of evidence in the record to

show or indicate that the defendants. Date and Rosen-

thal had any supplies whatever on the expedition upon

which the claims in controversy were located except

those furnished under the contract.

The learned trial judge, however, seems to have

adopted the curious theory that because Messrs. Jilson

and Finn withdrew from the expedition before the
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claims were located, and took with them part of the

provisions, the provisions remaining when the claims

were located belonged exclusively to the defendant Date

(trans, pp. 266 et seq.). The testimony of the defend-

ant. Date, shows however, that the withdrawal of these

provisions by Messrs. Jilsou and Finn, was with his,

the defendant Date's, consent (trans, pp. 215, 216).

On the other hand it appears from the testimony of the

plaintiff, Roberts, that he knew nothing of these with-

drawals until long after they had been consummated

(trans, pp. 169 et seq.).

Now our contention is, as already indicated, that

under the written contract of February 1, 1900, the

parties thereto became mining partners. The sup-

plies to be furnished by the parties of the first part

were their contribution to the capital of the partner-

ship and therefore became partnership property as

soon as they were furnished. If so, the subse-

quent withdrawal of Jilsou and Finn, whether they

took any provisions with them or not, could not

affect the rights of the plaintiff, Roberts, especially

when such withdrawal took place without his knowl-

edge or authority. It is well settled that a mining

partnership is not dissolved by the withdrawal of one

or more of the partners by death or assignment of

interest, or otherwise, but that the partnership still con-

tinues between the remaining partners and the assign-

ees, if any, of those who have withdrawn.

/y Am. and Ejtg. Enc. of Laze, p. 869;

ist Bates Partnership., Sec. 14; 163;

2nd Id. ^ Sec. 585;
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27id Lindley on Mities^ Sec. 800;

Barringer and Adams on Mines^ p. 750, and

numerous authorities there cited.

Furthermore, the implied authoritj^ of a member to

bind the firm of his co-partners as their agent is ex-

ceedingU' limited, as heretofore shown, and extends

only to acts done for the partnership in the transaction

of partnership business. Certainly the acts of Jilson

and Finn in withdrawing from this partnership and

taking part of the provisions with them were done for

their individual benefit and not for the partnership or

in the transaction of partnership business and assuredly

the)' could not bind the plaintiff Roberts b)'^ such acts

done in his absence and without his know?ledge. Cer-

tainly not in favor of another partner who was present

and assented to those ver}- acts. The testimony of the

plaintiff Roberts shows that Jilson and Finn had no

authority to bind him by any of their acts by reason of

any such contract relation between them (trans, p. 171).

We submit, therefore, that this withdrawal of Jilson

and Finn simpl}" left the plaintiff Roberts and the de-

fendant Date the onU' remaining partners in their min-

ing partnership and that the interest of the plaintiff in

the partnership supplies remained wholly unimpaired.

Whatever supplies remained were still partnership sup-

plies. Hence when the defendant Date thereafter

located the mining claims in controversy by use of those

partnership supplies, intending, as he sa3-s he did, to

claim the propert)- as his own, he was undoubtedly

guilty of a fraud upon the plaintiff and therefrom a trust

resulted in favor of the partnership in those claims

without regard to the fact whether there was any agree-
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nient after the location of tlie claims that the plaiutiff

should be interested therein or not. For this reason

the further finding that the defendant Date had estab-

lished his interest in those claims as alleged in his

answer, etc., is plainly contrary to the evidence, even

assuming that there was no such oral agreement as is

claimed by the plaintiff and that the written contract

had no application to subsequently located claims.

3. Decree is against law, as well as against

evidence, because not supported by the find-

ings of fact.

This we respectfully submit is beyond doubt. In

the first place, as we have seen, none of the alleged

findings of fact are findings of fact. But even assum-

ing the findings made to be sufficient in form and sub-

stance they certainly do not cover all the material issues.

One very material issue in the cause is as to whether

or not the claims in controversj^ were located and ac-

quired by the use of supplies furnished by the plaintiffs.

In the amended complaint, paragraph 8 (trans, p. 38),

it is alleged in effect that they were so located and

acquired by the defendants Date and Rosenthal in their

own names through conspiracy and fraud on their part.

The findings, as we have seen, undertake to negative

the allegation of fraud and conspiracy in that para-

graph but sa3^ nothing as to the averments therein that

the claims were in fact located by the defendants by

the use of supplies furnished by the plaintiff, &c.

Hence there is no finding whatever upon the issues

made by the averments. This admission is fatal to the

decree based upon those findings. Under the section
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of the Oregon law from which the section of the Alaska

Code relating to findings in "actions of an equitable

nature" was taken, it was long ago held that such

findings must cover all the material issues and be

sufficient to support the judgment.

Fink vs. Canyon Road Co., 5 Or. 301, 310, 311.

And this will assuredly be held to be the rule under

Section 372 of the Alaska Code of Civil Procedure.

Respectfully submitted.

Attorneyi/For Appellants.
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